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We propose a phase-sensitive gradient-enhanced two-dimen- quired for heteronuclear long-range couplings to evolve (4) .
sional heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation (psge-2D HMBC) Direct extraction of heteronuclear coupling constants from
experiment for speedy, accurate, and precise measurement of 2JCH the resulting nonpure absorption patterns is impossible. To
and 3JCH. The experiment does not suppress one-bond correla- work around this problem, a reference spectrum of the mole-
tions. Rather, the value of a desired long-range JCH is obtained cule under investigation that has the same phase behavior
from the pertinent cross-peak pattern in the HMBC spectrum,

as the cross peaks in the HMBC spectrum is recorded. Ausing the corresponding 1JCH correlation pattern as reference. The
conventional 1D 1H spectrum recorded using the sequenceapplication of the proposed experiment is illustrated for the trisac-
‘‘pulse–delay D–acquire’’ can serve as the reference spec-charide raffinose. q 1998 Academic Press

trum if the desired reference peak can be isolated (5) . A
more practical method (6, 7) involves recording a 2D 1H
total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) reference spectrum.

The classic heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation The TOCSY proton multiplets can be recorded to possess
(HMBC) experiment (1) has long been recognized as a the same phase properties as the corresponding multiplets
powerful method for qualitative detection of long-range het- in the HMBC spectrum. Shifting such a TOCSY-derived
eronuclear couplings. For carbohydrates, where the only sca- multiplet by a trial nJCH value and co-adding the original
lar couplings observable across a Sugar*(1 r x)Sugar glyco- and the shifted-and-inverted multiplets is followed by match-
sidic bond are the transglycosidic 3JC1 =Hx and 3JH1 =Cx , the ing the pattern with the corresponding HMBC cross peak
HMBC experiment provides the key to determining primary

by a nonlinear least-squares fit. Critical to the success of
structures (‘‘sequencing’’) based exclusively on tracing

this procedure is that the multiplets in the 2D TOCSY spec-
through-bond J couplings (2) . Typically, a low-pass J filter

trum are in-phase and have pure absorption lineshapes. In
is inserted in the HMBC experiment as a means to suppress

order to achieve this, the antiphase dispersion signals typi-
the intensities of 1JCH correlations. If necessary, researchers

cally created during the isotropic mixing period need to be
go through great pains to further improve upon reducing the

eliminated, e.g., by flanking the mixing time with a z filter
intensities of such one-bond correlation cross peaks (see,

(8) . Alternatively, a so-called quantitative HMBC experi-
for example (3)) .

ment has been described (9, 10) . As part of this experiment,However, quantitatively determining the absolute values
either a refocused HMBC experiment is conducted to arriveof 2JCH and 3JCH coupling constants with high accuracy and
at a pseudo 2D reference spectrum at F1Å 0 or a full 2D one-precision from the HMBC cross-peak patterns is not straight-
bond heteronuclear multiple-quantum correlation (HMQC)forward. Cross-peak multiplets in HMBC spectra are neces-
spectrum is used for reference purposes. Coupling constantssarily recorded in mixed phase mode in the 1H dimension,
are derived from the intensity ratios of the long-range corre-due to evolution of 1H chemical shifts and homonuclear
lation peaks to the one-bond correlation peaks in the refer-couplings during the relatively long delay period (D) re-
ence spectra.

The method we propose here uses a phase-sensitive gradi-
ent-enhanced (psge) 2D HMBC pulse sequence, without1 Preliminary accounts of this investigation were presented at the 37th

Experimental NMR Conference, Pacific Grove, CA, March 1996, and the suppression of one-bond correlations. Indeed, the one-bond
7th International Beijing Conference on Instrumental Analysis, Shanghai, correlation peaks are essential because they provide the nec-People’s Republic of China, October 1997.

essary references for the phase properties of the multiple-2 To whom correspondence should be addressed: Department of Chemis-
try, Rutgers University, 610 Taylor Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854-8087. bond correlations. Thus, values for the long-range couplings
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2)bFru f . A sample of the trisaccharide was dissolved in
D2O/(CD3)2CO (4:1, v/v) at a concentration of 60 mM;
the sample temperature was 257C, and the sample was not
spun. The experiment was conducted on a Varian Unityplus
600 instrument (600 MHz for 1H) running under VNMR
software version 5.1A, and equipped with a 5-mm inverse-
detection (ID) probe with pulsed magnetic field z gradients.
Further experimental details are included in the legend to
Fig. 2.

The psge-2D HMBC data were processed with the Felix
software package, version 95 (BioSym, San Diego, CA)
running on a Silicon Graphics Indy Computer. No multipli-
cation by any window function and no zero-filling in t2 were
applied before Fourier transformation. A cosine-squared
window function was applied in the t1 dimension; the first
data point was multiplied by 0.5 to reduce t1 noise. No
zero-filling was applied in t1 . The final resolution in the 13C
dimension was 19.5 Hz/pt. Fourier transformation in both
dimensions was followed by phasing in F1 . The pair of
resulting F1 cross sections that contain the 3JCH and 1JCH

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence of the phase-sensitive gradient-enhanced 2D correlation multiplets for a particular proton was selected.
HMBC experiment along with the selection of coherence transfer pathways Each of these spectra was subjected to Hilbert transformation
(I Å 1H, S Å 13C). ( to create the imaginary part of the spectral slice) , followed

by inverse Fourier transformation and zero-filling to 16K
real points, resulting in a digital resolution of 0.11 Hz/pt.

can be extracted by applying the shift method introduced by
Titman et al. (6) . No separate, additional NMR experiment
needs to be conducted to obtain an appropriate reference
spectrum. Also, the reference peaks here have truly the same
phase properties as the multiple-bond correlation peaks, as
they are collected during the very same experiment.

The pulse sequence of the psge-2D HMBC experiment
along with the selection of the coherence transfer pathways
is shown in Fig. 1. To obtain pure-absorption lineshapes in
the t1 dimension, signals ought to be amplitude-modulated
in that dimension, which requires that both the p Å 1 and
the p Å 01 coherence pathways are retained. At least three
different methods have been proposed to achieve this goal.
In the switched acquisition time (SWAT) method, the two
coherence pathways are alternately rephased and sampled
during acquisition (11) . Alternatively, absorption-mode
spectra can be obtained by repeating the experiment twice,
once to select the pÅ 1 coherence pathway and once to select
the p Å 01 coherence pathway, followed by combining the

FIG. 2. The psge-2D HMBC spectrum of a 60 mM raffinose sampletwo experiments (12) . A third approach is to avoid the use
in D2O/(CD3)2CO (4:1, v/v) , recorded at 600 MHz and 257C. The delayof gradient pulses during the evolution period (13–15) . The
D (see Fig. 1) was set to 45 ms and the acquisition times t2 and t1 were

pulse sequence that we propose here uses the third approach 1.13 s (spectral width 1805 Hz, 4K complex data points) and 25.6 ms
to achieve pure-absorptive lineshapes in the t1 dimension. It (spectral width 10,000 Hz, 512 real data points) , respectively. The relax-

ation delay was 1 s; eight scans were accumulated per t1 increment. Squaredallows the recording of phase-sensitive HMBC spectra with
gradient pulses of 1.5 ms duration were used; z gradients G1 , G2 , and G3a single scan per t1 increment. The rephasing condition for
were 15, 11.25, and 18.75 G/cm, respectively. Phase f was incrementedthe desired coherence transfer pathway is the gradient combi-
to accomplish quadrature detection in t1 dimension via the States–TPPI

nation of G1 :G2 :G3 Å 4:3:05 (see Fig. 1) . method (24) . The total acquisition time for the psge-2D HMBC experiment
To test the proposed method, we recorded a psge-2D on raffinose was approximately 5 h. A 1D 1H NMR spectrum of raffinose

is displayed on top of the 2D HMBC spectrum.HMBC spectrum of raffinose, Galpa(1 r 6)Glcpa(1 }
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FIG. 4. Quality assessment of the fit of experimental and reconstructed
psge-2D HMBC cross-peak multiplets of Gal H1-C5 in raffinose. For defi-
nition of cos a, see text.FIG. 3. J fitting as performed for raffinose Gal 3JHlC5 . (a) Experimental

1JCH trace for Gal H1. (b) Spectrum obtained by inverting and shifting the
spectrum in (a) by a trial J*. (c) Spectrum obtained by co-adding (a) and
(b). (d) Experimental 3JCH trace for Gal H5.

value of the trial coupling J * for Gal 3JH1C5 is shown in Fig.
4. The 3JH1C5 coupling constant obtained by the fitting
method is 6.17 Hz. This value is precise to within two times

After Fourier transformation, the baseline of the signals was the digital resolution of the 1D traces processed as described
carefully adjusted applying the ‘‘flat’’ routine in Felix, and above ({0.22 Hz), seeing as the signal-to-noise ratio of the
any unwanted signals in the traces were zeroed. long-range cross peak is sufficiently high. Figure 5 shows the

The selected 1JCH multiplet was then inverted, shifted by
0.5 1 3J( trial) , and added to its parent multiplet which was
shifted in the opposite direction by 0.5 1 3J( trial) . The
resulting multiplet was fitted to the experimental 3JCH multi-
plet. These calculations were performed by an in-house writ-
ten Fortran software routine. This program calculates cos a
as a function of T . The best fit is reached when

cos a Å ErT
ÉE\TÉ

reaches its maximum (16) . Herein, E is the vector corre-
sponding to the experimental 3JCH multiplet, and T is the
trial vector reconstructed from the reference multiplet by the
procedure outlined above. The center of the experimental
multiplet may be different from that of the trial multiplet
due to the isotope shift effect. For this reason the center
of the trial multiplet is shifted systematically and for each
multiplet center position cos a is calculated. The position
yielding the maximum value for cos a is considered the
center of the multiplet.

The resulting psge-2D HMBC spectrum of raffinose is
shown in Fig. 2. The 1H and 13C assignments of raffinose
have been published (17, 18) . The procedure for obtaining
the value of a particular long-range coupling constant in
raffinose is graphically illustrated for Gal 3JH1C5 . Figure 3
shows the doublet taken from the Gal 1JH1C1 trace of the FIG. 5. Long-range J-couplings ({0.22 Hz) for raffinose, resulting
psge-2D HMBC spectrum, and the subsequent reconstruc- from the fit of experimental (bottom traces) and reconstructed (top traces)

psge-2D HMBC cross-peak multiplets.tion of the 3JH1C5 multiplet. The dependence of cos a on the
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matching patterns of five other 3JCH multiplets for raffinose, ACKNOWLEDGMENT
including those for the interglycosidic couplings 3JGalH1-GlcC6 The Varian Unityplus 600 MHz spectrometer was purchased with the
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